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Rafferty: Telling the World

TELLING rpHE WORLD
Keen Rafferty
from government, in peace as well as in war, has
become something new and of immense power since 1918 because,
it is likely, of two unrelated factors: the dev~lopment and rise of radio,
and the amazingly effective use, for a time, of propaganda by Germany's
National Socialists.
The effect of the entrance of radio upon the scene has been to carry
the message at once to a vastly increased audience, and in such fashion
as to pound tha"t message in, through a new sense, that of audition.
Just as the eye's receipt of the written word makes an impression of a
special ~ort up~n the brain, the ear's receipt of spoken words also causes
a deep impression; people are inclined to believe what they see in print,
though good sense may discover it palpably untrue, and they are figuratively hypnotized by what they hear in wprds and expression over the
radio.
Some say literally. Indeed, there appears to be a school )Vhich insists
that the whole German people has been hypnotized by Hitler, through
his words from the balcony or the radio receiver, and that Lindbergh
was too.
In any case, the effect upon all government propaganda of Herr
. Goebbels' use of propaganda has been so profound as to force all nations
to revise the' approach and to accept in some measure methods.wHich
can be and are dangerous, unhealthful, anti-democratic, and, if the
word may be used, un-American.
They can be dangerous because they are universally excused on
the ground. that the cause they support is the right one. Thus, in the
United States the cause of right and of demoo'acy could make for
justification of suppressions and distortions; in Russia the cause of
Communism makes for the same things. In Germany it is Nazism, in
Italy it was Fascism; in Japan it is God knows what.
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As it happens, the writer believes that American propaganda i~

justifiied in this war, and that German propaganda. ris not; but he i~
not willing to say that it will always be justified, for he has no way of
knowing what villainy might gain control of the country some time
through the use of these methods and machinery, or, having got in,
might in the same way perpetuate itself.
\
Our preoccupation with propaganda is a part of a vast mass groaning
and turning of global nature, in which, to save themselves, the democracies are using a tool, for the rescue of freedom, which is essentially
a part of totalitarian philosophy. Thus totalitarianism forces upon free
peCi>?les dangerous authoritarian methods and techniques; and in propaganda these techniques, partaking of dishonesty and· of disbelief in the
'mass of the people, are to us acceptable only because, apparently, they
are necessary for survival.
In America there is a consciousness of this problem. The vast
groaning and turning mass perceives it, dimly and subconsciously as
yet, but nevertheless certainly, uneasily. Publicists, newspaper editors,
good politiCians, and federal department heads understand it in varying
degrees of clarity; and those whose. profession it is to inform the public,
through newspapers, magazine~, and the radio, see it almost from an
extreme, swayed by its implications against pi~ss freedoms.
There is, then, a struggle, with the information officers of the
United States Government in the midst of it, and doing some of the
, hardest thinking on the subject that is being done. Suppose we sit
down and exa~ine, first, the actual working techniques of newspaper
publicity, as an example; and, second, the philosophies of the government men using those techniques.
The press has a system all its own, and it is so established that every
successful government information man must understand it and practice jt. 'The system is toq inclusive and too involved to permit of
detailed discussion, but it begins with two all-important rules:
That every item (or "story") be in the expert circumscribed style in which
newspapers are written.
2. That, while there must in war-time be suppressions, everything that is
presented must be presented with rigid regard for truth and factuality. The propagandist who lies will be found out, mistrusted, and unsuccessful.
1.

Beyond these rules, the definition of honesty in propaganda is of
importance, since complete intellectual honesty cannot be practiced if
the propaganda is to work. It should be said, however, that the phrase
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complete intellectual honesty is an idealistic one, and that there is probably no one who ever has been able to achieve it; i~ is a relative thing.
Jt could even,be argued (and is, hy the apologists for any regime) that
the most nearly complete intellectual honesty might be that which is
dishonest now in a minor sense in order later to attain a supremely
honest goal. There have, indeed, been such goals; it is a matter of
relativity-concerning both the goal and the' man who prosecutes the
drive toward that goal. He is a great and good man; that can be the
justification.
'
At any rate, the two essential rules of technique stand.
The style in which newspapers are written is at once Irritating,
efficient, and full of art and artfulness. It demands that the important
fact of any story be determined upon 'the basis of greatest interest to
the greatest number of people, with little or no concern for the interest
or opinion of any intellectual or other group. It demands, further, that
this single fact be presented in the first sentence of the first paragraph
of the story, preferably"even in the first half of the first sentence.
Every other single specific fact in the story then must be graded for
importance b~d upon the same mass interest, and the facts must be
marshalled one after the other in the news story, with the gra.d.e of
importance going down as the story proceeds. With such construction.
the newspaper is able to cut the story, to conform with the exigencies
of space, merely by chopping off paragraphs or sentences from the
bottom up, without disturbing the essentially important facts in the
early part of the story;' and the reader, if in a hurry, can get the gist
of the story by reading the first paragraph only.
Probably the next.most important phase of the news-room technique
is that no statement may be made, or any fact quoted, for which a
specific sou!ce is not given; and newspaper propaganda, sent out by
government agencies, must be full of "he said," "he declared," "Mr.
Smith. asserted," "Smith went on," or even "he asseverated," if the·
editor of the paper whose space is sought is to be satisfied and made to
feel safe.
.
Language must be simple, sound, and effective, even though hackneyed and "journalistic" at tit1tes. It is better' theft a hackneyed wOrQ
be used than an academic one;: but a really skiilful practitioner usu~ly
will avoid both.,·
-,
The writer must be a master of grammatical expression; he should,
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in fact, be a person of genuine literary skill willing to abrogate 1
devotion to traditional literary forms for the sake of journalistic fon
. The rule that information preparation must conform to the restri
tions of newspaper style extends into subsidiary rules which, thou~
tagged subsidiary, are of great importance in the aggregate. They cou
include:
Always double.space all stories.
2. Never submit a mimeogr~phed story in which any word is illegible.
3. Always leave two or three inches of white space at the top of the pal
where the editor may write a headline or a headline number and slug.
4. Never allow a story to run more than one double-sp~ced page unless it
of the greatest importance or the editor asks for it.,
5. Always use some kind of end-mark to indicate that the story has ended.
6. Avoid capitalization where at all possible.
7. Avoid quotation marks except on actual quotes.
8. Never use both sides of the paper.
1.

0

o

The editor is always right; and yet, these simple rules are mue
violated in government information 'Work. Sometimes an editor wi
reteive two different stories on the same subject, or two identic
stories, in the'same mail, from two different federal war agencies (
from two different offices of the same agency, and it infuriates him an
gives him another chance to write an editorial on government wastl
Certainly, such inefficiency frequently defeats the end toward whic
the information may be aimed. The good information officer alwa~
remembers, mo!"eover, that what is news in Silver City may notobe n~
in Roswell: the copper-mining story is good for Silver City, ~he eottol
crop story for Roswell.
Errors of official information systems still are frequent, ~en, an
not the least amusing was the following, in paraphrase, received i
April, 1943, by the Albuquerque Tribune:
ARMY TRAINING CENTER, B
, CAL.-Boys from· allover til
Un,ited States are in training here as machinists for the Army Air Forces. Amon
those from Albuquerque are:
None

You cannot ask a newspaper to run a story saying, in effect, leW
have no news today."
In truth" you can ask the editor to carry only that which is new:
and if the news which is issued by a government information man mu~
contain propaganda as such, then it must be in such a manner as tl
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. detract as little as possible trom the news value of the story-a. special
problem of the propagandistic bloc, about which more will be said later.
Frequendy, since the story must begin with a single most important
fact, the propaganda will appe~r in the third or fourth paragraph,
standing there bare, unadorned,' and entirely discernible, at the mercy
of the first editor's pencil. If, however, it appeaJ;s as an interpolation
or as parenthetical in a sentence, its excision bec0Il?-es more difficult,
and the editor is more likely, in the hurry of his work, to let it stand.
But the method is unsure, and information men, some of them,
have learned to slant a whole story in such fashion that, though no
finger may be laid upon it, the propaganda is there nevertheless.
Consider these two leads on an actua~ news s~ory. (somewhat doctored to cover iden~ities), one written by a reH\lrter and the other
written from it {or publication by the editor, who had determined to
get the speaker in question fired.
'
The reporter's version:
J ...•..... '. J .•...••... , president of So-and-So State Institution, spoke of
"maturities" among inmates of his institut.ion, its employes, and townspeople, at
the Rotary Club today.
•

The editor's re-write:
"The people of Johnstown are'immature," said J
:. J
:
,
president of So-and-So State Institution, in a spee~ today before the Rotary Club.

Both stories were perfectly true., Publication of the st~ry so aroused
the townspeople that the president was discharged. While the editor's
version was true, it: may not, after all, have been "perfecdy" true, since
it played up only a part of what J.... '. ... J........ said; it was
propagandistic in nature and intent. As it happened, the president
deserved to be fired, and the editor used the good old excuse with
himself: it was necessary as a public good.
Yet another method of putfing. the 'propaganda view across is to
leap at once into ,the propaganda material, making it a part of the first
sentence of fact in the story. Your information man, wishing to show
how the OPA saves money for consumers by keeping inflation away,
can teU his story as follows:
Price reductions ranging as high as 10 per cent on all fresh vegetables at the
wholesale level were announced today by ,the OPA. . . •

... and continuing with a paragraph to the effect that the move is a
part of the OPA's effort to avoid inflation. The editor probably will
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cut out the paragraph. But suppose the story were begun like this:
Battling to stem a rise in food prices which threatens the pocketbook of every
family in Albuquerque. the OPA today announced price reductions on fresh
vegetables at wholesale ranging 'as high as 10 per ~ent.

The editor may let the propaganda ride this time, not because it
is true and dramatically expressed, but because it is a little harder to
edit out when it is a part of a sentence than it is when it is a separate
. paragraph.
The second lead is better from a newspaper standpoint, too, where
it substitutes the simple word wholesale for the economics phrase wholesale level. Like the academic language already warned against. government language abounds in such terminology, ~nd until skilled newspaper men were given more and more responsibility in the federal
programs, American domestic war information was clumsy with phraseology like non-ferrous metals, processed foods. industrial unit scrap.
It became part of the job of the information officer either to find
adequate simple substitutes or to find ~dequate simple ways of explanation. It is here that he met a test, for some terminology of scholarship
or statesmanship is so exact that discovery of proper substitutes which
are adequate and yet understandable to the average reader is often
nearly impossible. In such cases use of the accepted terminology is
better than real inaccuracy, which remains the' cardinal sin in government information work, just as it is in professional newspaper work.
Many information men~ forced to use an academic term, follow i,t with
a sentence or paragraph quoting someone in explanation of i~.
So much for the straightaway techniques. Getting around to
philosophical approaches, it should first be said that under no 'circum. stances does wh~t is being said, either in thjs respect or with respect
to techniques alone, represent ~ official government stand. There
are. however, quite apparently two philosophiCal schools in the government about propaganda, one that the propaganda message must be .
published, and spoken, more or less boldly and repeatedly, until it has
converted a majority of the people to its thesis; and the other that no
propaganda as such, but only information, ever should be published
or spoken. The former is that of the propagandistic bloc. The latter
.represents an interesting and provocative stand, and it is one which is
much more satisfying to the practitioner, who usually is a newspaper
or radio man of professional training and ethics, to whom the general
idea of propaganda or news suppression or distortion is obnoxious.
«
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The idea upon which the "information" argument is based is just
that all the people are always, in the long run,· more intelligent and
more to be trusted than any individual group of individuals of any kind
and that, therefore,. the people need only to have all. the information
in order to reach an eventual true judgment. Proponents of the
philosophy are, in other- words, positive and idealistic democrats; it
does color or perhaps dominate the American program; and it has not
as yet been prove~ wrong or rejected. The very fact that ours are
bureaus of information, not the "Bureau of Propaganda," indicates
predominance of that attitude: we have no Minister of Propaganda.
Advocates of the philosophy point to the fact that public instinct
has been ahead of legislative and executive action time and again since
1938, frequently forcing the goverriment to take steps which since have
.
shown themselves to be sound and necessary.
Even these advocates, however, bow to the one prime necessity for
suppressions: that in which matters of military or naval strategy are
i~volved, although there is divergence of opinion at times as to how
far such latitude shoqldbe extended to military men who are likely
to' know more about military :matters than about the effect of public
reactions upon military results.
So far, aside from the reservation with respect to the military, it has
been my observation that the government information man has been
given considerable freedom in philosophical approach, so that his
approach is just as good as h~ himseHis good· not only·technically
but philosophically.
These are some aspects of government publicify designed for newspaper publication. If that is still the big field, it is only because what
we read is semi-permanent, whereas what the radio says is going as it is
said. The radio is just as full of government information as the paper,
~nd potentially it may be at some time, far more effective; perhaps it
already is.
But the radio is young. It is frequently big-mouthed, cheap, and
illiterate. Newspapers are, too, sometimes, b1J.t less and less so as they
grow; and so will the radio become less and less so. Nevertheless, that
'is the radio problem. News-cast~ are excited and sometimes misleading. The radio tends toward monopoly, say some of its critics, and. h~
less of the healthy, hard-driving competitive news spirit that forces the
good newspaper to stay good or get better. Voices of too many announcers are unctuous and unconvincing, and too much advertising is
monotonous and even repellent. Much of the music is empty.
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All this radio understands. CBS recently has asked its announcers
not to editorialize in news-casts. Advertising is being worked into the
actual ;play or skit, rather than being allowed to' stand off by itself
where. the angered listener can tun~ it out for a minute or two minutes.
The radio, is alive with propaganda, of the sort advocated by the
frankly propagandistic school, much more than the stories in the
newspapers. Wireless offers so enOmlOUS a potential and is so sorely
abused that it needs a whole separate study with relation to propaga!1da.
The Office of War Information is said to have found one of its to~ghest
'" problems in preparation of radi.o scripts and transcriptions which maintain the aura or tone of governmental dignity and yet command and
hold listeners. :I'he suspicion is that blatant propaganda has become
so much the rule over the air that nobody pays much attention to any
of i~any more.
-'
Station managers, realizing that their businesses are being shaken
by propaganda messages, private and official, struggle with a giant which
threatens to take the reins himself. The station manager is usually
intelligent, harrassed, confused; and he seizes with hope upon the' offer
of the government information man when that man comes to him
and sClys that the job of the government propagandist in radio is rather
to cut down on what the radio carries than to seek more time.
This paradox has been grasped both by radio stations and information men within the last year and one-half only. It is axiomatic that
there is a saturation point for open propaganda, and people simply
will not be bored with it beyond that point. When the set is shut off,
the- meSsage might just as well not be on the air. No message gets
across unless it is listened to (or looked at) and believed.
Government information men who deal with the radio should be
radio men. Like newspaper work, radio broadcasting and preparation
of radio· material form a separate art requiring years of study and
experience to master. They have their own techniques, too, just as the
playwright has his, and the information man must master them. They
are too elaborate, the writer has too little technical acquaintance with
.them, to permit of delineation h~re; suffice. it to say that technical skill
is the first requisite for successful government information work with
them.
In handling radio information, the OWl has, for example, assigned
radio-trained men to its radio branches, and then set up a policy which,
following the dictum that radio propaganda is in good part a matter
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of weeding out, insists that federal agencies clear their radio work
through it, wherever possible. The idea is tpat the Office of War
Information will seek to form a professional judgment about each
agency's request, and to take' to the station only those messages arid:
plays and programs which are' effective both for the station, as entertainment, and for, the government, as information or propaganda. .
At the bottom of any radio problem is the fact, again, that the wireless giant is strong. His blood runs. hot with energy and with the
urges of undeveloped intellect; he batters~ at the doors of restraint,
taste, and wisdom. He speaks to people who never heard his like
before: he can be a medium for rascals or for great and good men.
He has more than doubled the volume of propaganda outlet; and that'
is both his weakn.ess and his strength, for government cannot help
.coveting him and ogling him.
Government sees an instrument through which, as has already been
d"fmonstrated, elsewhere as in Germany, a rePetitive statement, if
delivered in enough different ways and always with enough a,ppeal to
pity, or patriotism, or hysteria, or sense of hUlllor, or even sense of
beauty (as when accompanied by music), can be made a rule of life
for people who never could be reached before. Government use of the
radio, therefore, requires special forbeanlnce in the United States, since
its very use implies a desire to swing the people, whereas in A'merica
the government is the people, and it is the right of the people rather
to swing the government. If this is not feasible in war, .it must as a
right be protected as feasible and essential in peace. The circumstances
recall the case ~f a carpenter appearing as a witness again~t the government in court; asked by the federal attorney whether he felt no sense
of shame that he should come to court to testify against his government,
he drew himself up and replied: "In America I am the government."
To save ou,rselves from making radio the tool of a native totalitarianism, we need the same fair and square belief i~ the people 'and in
the people's control of radio information work, that we are often
getting in the journalistic fields. The dissemination of governmental
information has become an integral part of government, at least for
, the duration of the war. Where it will go no one can be sure, but
the men who know and understand in the field of governmental
information hope and insist that the ways of democracy will be the ways
,of. propaganda too.
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